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From  the  statistical data and  information supplied by  the 
national administrations  of the  acceding States,  the Directorate-General 
for  Regional Policy has .undertaken to produce  an analysis of the regional 
structures and  regional  policies of these States,  to  complete  the analysis 
already made  for  the  six Hember  States  (1). 
The  present  study represents  a  first  general  description.  It 
will be  supplemented  by  raore  detailed statistical ane.lyses  which,  in spite 
of  many  gaps,  will  provide a more  complete  picture  of the regional  struc-
tures in the acceding countries and  the  problems  they present  in,the 
enlarged  Community. 
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in the  Community  of Ten 
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:rreland 
'• 
Com!punity 
of Ten 
Area  in sq.kln  68  900  1  847  300 
Population  (in thousands)  2  944  257  422 
.. 
Density  (inhab.jsq.km)  42  139 
Total working population  1  066  106  418 
(in  thousands) 
Working  popuL:dion  in  27.4  10.18 
agriculture  (  %) 
Working  population in  30.2  43.87 
industry  (%) 
Gross  do:n9stic  product 
Gs'/inhab.) 
1  184  2  372 
Exchange  value  of the  Irish pound in August  1971 
1  ¢  =  0,416667  Irish pounds 
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Ireland 
Community 
%  or index 
·(Community .  =  100) 
3.7  (%) 
1.1  (%) 
30  (ind.) 
1.0  (%) 
.. 
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I. -Regional delimitation 
.The  terri  tory of Ireland oan  be  divided in:to  three  kinds  of 
regions:  administrative  regi.ons,  ···-plal'lllin& . regions and designated 
areas.  Such  territorial units overlap but. are  never perfectly juxtaposed. 
1) .~nist:rative regions 
There  are  two  kinds of administrative region in Ireland which 
can be  used for  the  purposes of regional analysis  :  the  pro- ..  ~inces and 
the.counties. 
There  are  four provinces  :  Leinster (in the East),  Munster  (in 
the  South-West),  Connacht  (in the West).  and Ulster  (in the  North).  These. 
provinces  differ greatly in size and population,. from  Ulst~r. with 
207  000  inhabitants to  Leinster with l  495  000~ The  province of Ulster is 
divided into  two  parts;  the  main  one  (6  counties) is Northern Ireland, 
which  forms  part of the United Kingdom  and  the  second one  (3 counties) 
belongs to  the Republic  of Ireland. 
The  counties,  of which  there are  twenty-six,  are even more 
diverse  Longford,  in  the  centre  of the .country,  has a  population of 
less  than 30  060  while  County  Dublin has almost  800  000  inhabitants  (1). 
Most  "regional" statistics are nonetheless based on  the counties,  occa-
sionally taking them  in their provincial groupings. 
.  .. 
(1)  of.  Plate  l -4-
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Planiling regions  ar,e! a  very recent element_  of Irish economic 
policy.  Their creation-was announced  on  19  1fuy  1969  and'therefore_post-
da.tes  even the  'Phird Programme  for Economic  ~md Social Development  1969-
1972. 
The  planning regions  cut across provincial boundaries;  and  · 
eyen certain county boundaries  t  in a.  number  of cases. 
Planning regions  (1) 
"Reg~  o  n!l" 
.  '  '  ! 
Population density!  •'  Area in  Population in  sq.km. 
thousands,  1966  inhabi:an~/sq.km. 
l)on..eg~~  4 830  -""  J..  . ..  109  ·  ..  23 
North-West  3 321  82' 
'"  25 
., 
North-East  4 002  169  42 
,, 
; 
we:st'  '  11  338  264  23 .  ' 
Centre 
'  '  8'987  234  26 
East  6 979  989 
'  142 
· qentre-V.Je st  7 870  265  34 
.South-East  9 405  320  34 
South-West  12  161  452  37 
Ireland  68  893  2  884  42 
The  marked disparity between the Eastern  . ·  . .r!:hmmfug- .region and 
tbe rest of the  country is basically due  to  the fact  t:b..at  that region includes 
the  capital, Dublin.  Without Dublin,  the Eastern region does  in fact  have 
a  similar population density to the rest of Ireland. 
_,;..... __ 
:( 1)  Stat~ment by the  Government  Information Bureau,  19  May  1969 - 6-
sq.km.IPopulation 
: 
·t. 
Area in  in  Population density 
thousands'  1966  inhab./sq.lan. 
.·Dublin 
922  795  863  (City.· and County) 
Rest of the Eastern  6  057  194  32 
reg~  on  I  I  I 
., 
Regions  which are  the  subject of Irish region~l policy are  oa~led 
· ~~~~€£!§:.ied areas" and were  created as a  result of the  1969  Industrial 
DevelOJ:!~nt Ao.t. 
'!' 
Once  again,  these  designated areas  do  not always exactly coincide  t-<i t> 
the. administrative units  (counties and provinces)  and  ·planning,.  regions  • 
. They  include  56  %  of Irish terri  tory situated to the  West  of the  •· 
country on the Atlantic coast  (of.  Plate  3,  page  29).· -7-
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II.- Regional  economic  structures 
It would be  inappropriate. ill a  study which is,,  of  nec~ssi  ty,  .. 
limited and designed above all to bring  o~t the  main features and 
contrasts of its subject matter,  to base  a  structural analysis on 
. . .  .  .  '  . 
administrative regions  (4 provinces or 26  counties)  or on  planning· 
regions  ( 9 regions);  such regions  a!'e  both _too  numerous a·rtd  too undif-
ferentiated. 
A synthesis of regional ecqriomiq_  structures could be  made  by 
dividi_~g the country into two  ttregions"  ~-·  Dublin,  and the  rest of. Ireland. 
In fact,  County ])ublin occupies  such a  dominant  and,  at the  same 
time,  special place  in the  country that sucli a  delimitation seems  quite 
justified.  In many  ways  it might  be  said that the  County,  which is next . 
to the  City of Dublin. in importance,  is more  remote  from it thanf:rom the 
twenty~sixth and last county. 
However,  in view of the  particularl~ underprivileged situation 
of He stern Ireland,  it seems·  advisable  to ad6pt  a  wider· diHimi tat  ion and 
.  .  . 
to  analyse  three 
11regioris"'  Western  Ireland,. Eastern Ireland without 
Dublin,  and County Dublin. 
tfuile not forgetting the  some~vhat arbitrary nature  of any such 
¢lelioitat:i:on,;it:should be  pqinted out that·the twor'egionalblocks of 
vlest .and Eas.t  are  separated by  ~ Q.±agon:al ,running· from: North-Eas-t :.to  ;;· 
South...:t·fest.  From  the Eastern border of Northern  Ireland,  tM -~dem.arcation · 
line  crosses central Ireland, skirts A  thlone,  descends  to Limerick and ends-
in Western  Cork.  For a  good part of its length,it follows  the  course  of 
the River  Shannon. 
Usingthis delimi htion,  the  three  "regionstt  can be  defined in 
terms  of provinces ;Or ·(J()Urjt~E:lS' as  f_q;!:_l9\-ts:_:· - 9 -
a)'Western  Irela~: 
The  entire Ulster and  Connacht  provinces  and,  in the  provincq  of 
.Munster,  County  Clare  and County Kerry; 
b)  Eastern Ireland without Dublin  : 
The  whole  of Leinster province  except County  Dublin-and,  in 
the  province  of MUnster,  the  four counties Limerick,  Tipperary,  Waterford 
and· ::cork; 
~) Ccuntl Dublin  : 
which  can mainly be  identified with  ..  the  capital,  Dublin. 
'.J:'he  "W~stern Ireland" regional  grou~ing roughly corresponds 
to the  udesignated areas
11  of Irish regional policy, with the. exception of 
the Western part of County Cork.  It does  not _correspond exactly,  mainly 
be~a~se there  is a  lack of available statistics. 
Rather than present these 'three regional groupings separately, 
it seems  preferable  to analyse  them  simu1 taneously in the  light of certain 
indicators which will  serve  to distinguish and even contrast them  more 
easily. 
Such  an  analysis can be  made  by applying the  following cri  t_eria  (1)  : 
natural conditions,  population,  working population and employment,  unemployment, 
level of development. 
(1)  Sources  : 
- ROSS  (Miceal)  :  Pe:ssonal  Incomes· by Coun1~, 
1Ihe  Economic  and 
Social Research Institute,  Paper n°  49 1  Dublin_1969. 
- VERRIERE  (J.) & ffiTIFFAN  (J.)  :  L'Irlande, milieu  et_hi~toire, 
Libr.  Armand  Colin,  Paris  1970. 
-·statistical Abstract,  Dublin  (annual). XVI/22/72-E 
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1) Natural conditions 
Out  of a  total surfac9 area of 69.000 sq.km.,  Western  Ireland. 
occupies  approximately  32  000 · sq.km.  ( 46 %  of Irish territory), Eastern 
Ireland without Dublin  36  000  sq.lan.  (52%)  and County  Dublin 1  000 sq.km. 
)  %). 
.Not  only is Ireland Europe's Atlantic. outpost but Western.· 
Irel~d is the  continent's most  Westerly shore:  On  the  other side,  Eastern 
Ireland faces  towards  Gre:1t  Britain, 
This  geographical  situation very broadly explains the  great diver-
sityaf natural conditions in Ireland.  The  West  is wet  and windy.  Many 
West0rn  counties have  double  the  annual rainfall of the East. 
Dublin is the region with the  lowest rainfall. The  wind,  which 
may  serve  to keep the rain a\'ray,  creates other difficulties  :  it blows 
very strongly in the North-West,  with an  average  of forty gales a  year, 
thereby preventing the  growth  of certain crops above  an altitude of 
2.$0  metres. 
These  various factors aggravate  the .difficulties created by  the 
damp,  poor Irish soil.  One  fifth of·  Ir~land is  cove~ed by peat bogs which 
are  found  mainly in the  centre and North-West  of the  country.  Several 
areas  of these  regions  ar~ complete  desert.  The  deforestation carried out 
. in past centuries also created other problems. 
On  the whole,  natural conditions in Ireland show  an  accumulation 
of adverse  factors  in the West  and  ~f relati~iy favourable  factors  in the 
East.  From  the  physical point of view  alone~  there  are  two  Irelands,  It is 
worth noting that this geographical  ~ivision bears.no relation to  the 
political bbundary between  the  Irish Republic arid  Northern  Ireland,  the 
artificial nature  of which  is aui  te clearl  v  demonstl"A.ted-.....  11-
2~· Popula~ 
With· a  total population of 2  884 000 in 1966,  Ireland is one. 
of the  least densely populated countries of Western Europe  :  42.inhabi-
tant~/s.q.km  •. (1). 
The  West  has a  population of just under 800 000,  the East  without' 
Dub1in.L.3 million,  and County Dublin  800 000.  The  three regions represent. 
27  %,  46  %and 27  %respectively of the total population,  with densities 
of  25~  36  and 86.  inhab./sq.km  •• 
Although it has  the highest rate  of natura.Linorease  of the  whole 
of Western Europe,  the  population of  Irel.and is static, or at ·best very 
slightly on the  increase if reference is made  to .the  last decade  alone  0 
Ireland· is in fact unequalled in Europe  as regards .its constant· 
and extremely high rate of emigration. 
The  population of the  Irish Republic at present is  just about half 
.what  it was  in 1845.  The  population of Great Britain has tripled over the  . 
same  period. 
Since  1725 this small  country has lost an overall total of 9 t 
.  . 
million inhabitants through emigration.  Almost  7 million have  ieft Europa 
· (5 million  to  the United States),  the rest have  taken up residence iri 
Great  B:r·i tain. 
During the  Great  Famine  of 1846-18487  Ireland lost more  than· 
200 000  inhabitants a  year.  Yet  for many years before ·and after that date 
the·flow of migrants never  stopped.  In 1960 alone  it.tota11ed'44 000-
15 o/  oo  of the whole  pop~la  tion.  In very recent years 'the  number  of 
,.  •  '  t  I' 
migrants has  droJ)ped to  .~round 12  000  a  year  ,....  4.2  ~/oo of the total 
populattilori. 
' .... 
'  ' 
(1)  Most· of the figures quoted refer,  unless  otherwi.se  stated,. to the 
· · year  1966.  The  results of the  1971  census are  as yet only available 
in fragmentary  form.  Cfr.  Census  of Population of Ir.eland 1971,  Preli-
minary Report,  Dublin,  September  1971. Xvi/22/72-E 
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Without  going into details of what  is a  national rather than a 
. regional  phenomenon',  two  consequences  of  ~migration should be :mentioned 
- an international  .:ti.mpact·l  of  Ireland. which bears  no.  relation to the 
size  of its population today  :  15  to .20  million Americans 'can claim 
Irish ancestry; 
- in Ireland itself, under-population and an age  structure in which  the 
. 20  to  40  age  group is consistently raduced  •. 
At  ~gional level and if analysis is restricted to the most ·recent 
.  . 
years 1966-1971 it can be  seen that  the onliregion to benefit from  migration 
i.s  Dublin and,  to a  far less-3r  degree,  the  counties  i~ediately next  to 
Dublin,  on  the  Irish Sea  coastline.  On  the  other. hand, ·all  t~e other counties 
have  a  negative rate of migration,  the highest·being as much  as 15  o/oo in .the 
counties  of the Western region. 
The  regional  oohsequence  of  s~ch u~der-popula  tion and emigration is the . 
absence  of a  large urban core.  P.part  from  Dublin  (800.000 inhabitants),  there 
; are  no  major cities in Ireland.  Cork,  the  second  larges~,  has  122  000  inhabi-
tarits.Both of these cities are  in "the  Eastern region.  In'the West,  the Atlantic 
coast has a  few  large  towns  of which  the  most  important  is Galway  (26  000 · 
inhabitants).  This situation is obviously a  considerable handicap in regional 
policy. 
3t Working  popu.latio~ and emplo;;'l!lent 
In  1966  Ireland still depended  on  agriculture  to. the  ex~ent of 
31  %  of its working  ~opulati~n: 23  %  of the  national product and 50 %  of 
··'  •  ••  1  •  •  ' 
exports.  These  figures  shm,red  a  marked decrease  in relation to  the 1961 
census  (36% of the  working population and  29,%  of the national product)., 
.  . 
According to  the  earliest estimates agriculture still accounted for  25  %  · 
of· the total working population in 1971• XVI/22/72-E 
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_The  Western region  - which  accounts for  only  27  %  of the  total 
population - contaiDS  more  than half of the  f~rming population.  It depends 
on  agriculture  to the  extent of 56  %of :its-working population,  a  percen-
tage 'equalled b;'/  no  other region  of the European Community _even  runong  those 
considered to  be  predominantly agricultural  (1).  · 
Regions 
Donegal 
North-West 
North-East 
West 
Centre 
East 
Centre-West 
South-East 
South-t<Test 
Ireland 
Percentage  of farmers  in ·the 
total working population,  by. 
region,  1966  and 1971 
1966 
46,7 
57.0 
39.2 
57.2 
48.1 
7.7 
39.6. 
I 
40,0 
34.1 
I  '31. 3 
1971  '·· 
-42.2 
54.0 
33.6 
52  .• 8  .  ' 
43.0 
5.8 
··1, 
32.7 
'32. 9 
28.4 
·- 25.4  .. 
The  Eastern piazming' re~ion· has a·  farming  popul?t~ofi of only 
.5.8  %.  This  is beca.u.Se:.lt  includes' County Dubl'.int  t.rhiOh -h.as  a  .farmihg-' 
popula.tioii.  oi' .only  1-%rof~the popuil-atibn  o:f· the1t  county.  The  rest of the 
region has  a  farming population of 30  1~o 
It will be  noted from  this brief anal;ysis  that  the  most  important 
fishing grounds are to be  found  along the.coast of Westera  Ireland.  In 
several areas fishing is a  support activity for agriculture. 
' 
I 
(1)  According to  the first results of the  1971  census,  farmers  in the  Western 
region still represent  46  %·  of the working population. ' 
XVI/22/72-E 
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The  working population employed in industry represents approxi-
mately 30  %  of the total working population in Ireland  The  main  industrial 
centres are  found  in the East 1  near the  sea ports  County Dublin'alona· accounts 
for  40  %  of Ire.land  '~  non_-agricul tural  jo:S, 44 %  of her  indust~ial jobs,·.  41  % 
of business  turnover and 60 %  of national harbour traffic  The  West  has only 
a  few  small  industrial towns  and.with very few  exceptions the  industries are 
on  a  limited scale 
Tourism is of increasing importance  'in Ireland and  in 1969  a.ccounted · 
for a  siJtth of total current foreign revenue  It is particularly profitable 
in the 1rfest  where  there is a  good  supply of sui  table sites and where  it helps 
to create  emploJ~ent. 
4)  Unemployment 
Unemployment  in Ireland is largely camouflaged by emigration and 
agricultural  under-emplo~~ent.  In the  last decade  it has fluctuated between 
4 and 6  %. 
The  differences between regions or counties are very marked.  In· the 
Eastern  plarolil'Yg  .: · region unemployment  varied b·etween  3 and 4 %  while  in 
Donegal  {extreme  North-Hast)  and Mayo  (~test) it varied between  11  and l3 %  · 
and 7 and 10 %  respectively. 
5)  Level  of development 
According to an  estimate based· on  personal  incomes,  the  three 
"regions" contribute  to the national  income  in the  following proportions  : . 
Personal  incomes  Population 
\>lest  22  %  27% 
'' "' 
East,  without Dublin  42  %  46  % 
Dublin  36  %  27  % 
" 
... - 15  -
This  imbalance  between  population distribution and pe,rsonal 
income  reflects the  disparity in the  levels of deyelopment  of the  dif-
1965  and 1969,  per capita and by  county,  ferent regions.  The  si  tu8,tion in 
was  as follows . (1)  . 
(l)  In this table, ; personal  incomes  must  be  understood to  the  sum  of the 
remuneration of wage-earners  (including pensions an.d  employers  1  contri-
butions  to  social insurance),  the  income  of self  -employed workers,  . 
interest,  dividends and rents,  current transfers from  public authorities 
and money  sent  over  by emigrants. X:VI/22/72-E 
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*  Fer capita income  in 1965  and 1969,  by county 
Regions and count  ies 
-----------
. Ireland 
l) ~stern region 
Cavan 
Clara 
Donegal 
Galway 
Kerry 
Lei trim 
Mayo 
Monaghan 
Roscommon 
Sligo 
2)  Eastern region w  ithout Dublin  : 
1965 
__......-
in£  index 
292'  100 
!  ., 
236  80 
246  84 
215  73 
230  78 
242  82 
209  71 
215  13 
233  79 
218  74 
225  77 
256  >  - 87 
301  103 
281- 96 
271,-'  92 
225  ''  77 
293  100 
217_  74 
295  101 
Carlow 
Cork 
Kildare 
Kilkenny 
Lao is 
Limerick 
Lo!1gford 
Louth 
Meath 
Offaly 
Tipperary 
Waterford 
Westmeath 
~Tesford 
liicklow 
249,.  "  85 
237  80 
274  93 
304  104 
'  250.' 
.. 
85 
245  84 
270.  92 
381  130 
-------
* the  statistics for 1969  are  taken from  : 
1969 
in 
~ 
"" 
418 
334' 
368 
317 
339.-
358 
296 
287 
354 
309 
340 
' 
382 
429 
425 
375  .  33_2 
'  I 
401 
326 
450 
342  ' 
336 
390 
427 
·352 
. 359 
385 
531 
index 
100  . 
80 
88 
75 
81 
85 
70 
68 
84 
73 
.81 
91. 
102 
101 
89 
79 
95 
78 
107 
81 
8o 
93 
102-
84 
85 
92 
127 
ROSS  (m.)  Further Data on  County  Incomes  in the Sixties, 
Economic  and Social Research  Institute,  ;Dublin  1971  (  unpublishe~) 
•  o_o 
'" 
~ XVI/22/72-E 
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Th.e  following can be  observed from  this· table 
. a}  the  West  comprises  10 counties  Iii th income  levels between  68  arid.  88 
arid a  regional average  of 78; (Ireland = 100).; 
1i)  the East without Dublin comprises  15.  counties with levels between 
78  and 107 and an average  of)4; 
'  c) Dublin had an  index of 130  in 1966  and. of 127  in '1969; 
d)  with the exception of Dublin,  only four counties come  up  to or 
'i.  • 
slightly exceed the national  level.  They are all in the .East ana. 
contain Ireland's main urban districts; 
e) between 1966  and 1969,  the  differences between  the  counties were  not 
noticeably reduced;  on  the  other hand certain Eastern counties near 
Dublin  improved their positi9n. XVI/22/72-E 
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III.- The  historical ~nd politica~ context 
Ireland's regionrtl  economic  problems  cannot  be understood 
without  a  knowledge  of the  countr~'s pdliti6al history.  Itcis  becau~e 
of  a  historical context  in uhich politics  C"tnd  even religion play an 
important  part that  Ireland lost nine  and  ~ half million inhabitants' in 
two  hundred  and  fifty years,  is still a  largeli.rural country,  has  an 
economy  which is still very  dependent  on  that  of Great-Britain e.nd  a· 
st.andard of living approximately half England's  ~ · 
Ireland's problems,  before being regional,  are  those of a 
nation·which  for  severai centuries has had  to  contend  with particular 
political difficulties  (1). 
Since  the reign of  ~lizabeth'I,  iri  the sixteenth  Ce~tury, 
Anglo'-Irish relations have  put  a  stop .to •all Irish activities likely 
to  harm  one  or  other  sector of the English  economy. 
An  Act  of Parliament  initiated'in London  in  1699  prohibited 
the  export  of Irish woollen textiles to any.country other than England 
since  such  goods  were  subject  to prohibitive duties on  the~r arrival in 
English ports,  this measure  completely stifled the Irish woollen  industry. 
Similarly~  th~ NAvi~~tion A&t~ reserved  coionial trade  comple-
tely for England  and  prohibited  Iri'sh merchants  from  handii'ng  any  trade 
other than· that  intended  for  Engiish  ports~ 
r  . • 
(1)  The  information  contained in this Chapter.is taken  from  VERRIERE  (J.) 
and GUIFFAN  (J.),  op.cit. -- 19  -
Raving first suffered the effects of profiteering and colonial 
exclusiveness,  Ireland then had  to contend with liberalism when  a:f-ter''::D88:6).,.she . 
. was  integrated into a  Great Britain which  ~as enjoying full industrial expansion. 
From  1824,  English goods  were  allowed duty-free entry into  Ireland and  the  two 
industries,  very unevenl;'{  matched,  were  placed in direct competition" 
These  circumstances,  coupled with lack of capital and  the  lethargy 
induced by massive  emigration,  explain the weakness. of Irish industry,  the 
sole industrial centre of any  importance being that to the  North-East  of the 
island ·.around Belfast,  which  ts based on  shi phuilding and textiles. 
The  economic  structure' of the  Free State created in 1921 was 
extremely fragile  and vary unbalance~.  Ireland was  no  more  than an agricul-
tural annex  to Great Britain to whom  she  exported foodstuffs,  generally.in 
the  un·~rea  ted state (cattle on  the hoof in ·particular).  Her  foreign  tr~de had 
been reduced to a  very schematic  system in which,  ~sa result of a.strict 
division of labour,  Irish agricultural produce was  exchanged for  Brt~sh 
manufactures. 
When  Ireland came  into existence as a  politically independent state,, 
only a  few  domestic  industries,  such as poplin manufacture  and brewing,  had 
been able  to survive  and then only in very limited areas,  in particular in 
Comity Dublin. 
After ten years of trial and error, . Ireland began  in 1932  to. follow 
a  deliberater'.policy of strict protectionism and autarchy.  This ·led to. a  first 
wave  of industrialisation whose  main  achievements  w~re in the  f9llowing 
sectors  :  hydro-electric and turf-burning power  stations,  food industries (in 
. pa:Hicular sugar refining,  distilling, biscuit factories,  breweries), 
f.ootwear  industry,  •  textile industry  (wool  and cotton),  paper-m.ills and· 
china manufacture.  If the  situation is analysed sectorially, it can be  seen 
that there was  singularly lit-tle progress in the basic  industries  such as  iron 
an~ steel and heavy chemicals. XVI/22/7'2-E 
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The  Industrial Deve.lopment  Authority was  created in 1950  and regional · 
•' 
policy was  initiated in 1952. 
An  extremely protectionist eco:nomic  policy was  followed until 1958. 
Although it brought with it the.beginnings  of Irish industrialisation it 
did nothing to stop emigration or to prevent a  cp~onic balance  of trade 
deficit.  In 1958,  only one  fifth of the working population was  employed· 
in 'industry  • 
.At  a regional level,  this industrialisation had  two  essential 
characteristics .  :  the  mos.t  important  firms were  established on  the East 
coast,  mainly in Dublini  a  hl'l.ndful  of small factories had  bee~ established 
in very small  towns. 
3)  !!om 1958  to the present  time 
1958  saw  the  introduction of a  new  economic  policy in Ireland 
in the  adoption of the First  Programme~r Economic  Expansion 1959-63  (1) 
the  aim  of which  was  to end unemployment  and to modernise  the  country!s 
econo@iC  structure,  while  opening it up  to  the major international economic 
currents by  progressively lowering customs barriers.  1958  was  also the year 
in which  the  Common  Market  was  creat8d.  The  most  remarkable  achievement 
of that era was  the creation in 1959  o! the  industrial zone  of'Shannon · 
Free  Airport  in Western  Ire.land.  All  in all,  a.  major effort was  made  to 
encourage  foreign  investment. 
A second  (2)  and third (3)  development  plan were  launched in 1963 
and 1969,  the  main  features of which  are  outlined below and certain parts 
of which  are  concerned with regional  development. 
(1)  First Progrn.mme  for Ecorromic  Expansion, :1958 
( 2)  Second  Program~e .for Economic  Expans~on, 1963 
(3)  Third Programme  for.Economic  and  Social Development  1969-72 1  1969 
;·· XVI/22./72-E 
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Similarly1  vario'J.S  Acts were  passed concerning both physlcal  · · 
. planning (1)  and regional economic  development  (2). 
In 1966,  the United Nations and the  Irish Government  commissioned 
a  te").m  of researchers to make  a  survey of regional  development.  ~his was 
published in 1969 and contains.a number  of proposals which were  to serve 
as a  background  to  the  Government's  orientation of its regional  ~olicy (3). 
However,  in spite of intense legislative activity,  the  Irish 
economy  continues ·to  be  characterized,  on  the  eve  of entry into the  Common 
Market, ·by a .dual  dependency  as regards  foo'dstuffs  and as regards  the 
, United Kingdom  which  account for 60% and 78  %respectively of its exports. 
Since  Irish prosperity thus  depends  on  the  proximity of Great Britain it 
is the Eastern region which,  as  the  region most  open  to that country, 
remains  the most  developed or,  if one  likes,  the  least poor. 
(1)  Local  Government  (Planning and._Dev9lonment)  Act,  1963 
(2)  The  most  recent being the  Indus"t;-ial  Developm~nt Act,  1969 
(3)  An  Forbas Forbatha {National  Institute for·Physical  Planning and 
Construction Research)  :  Regional  Development.in  Ireland,  Dublin  1969 X  VI/22/  72-E 
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IV.  - Nature  of regional problems 
It could be  said that the  whole  of Ireland rep::-esents  a. regio.nal 
problem.  In area it is in fact  only half the  si~e df  t~e Mezz.ogiorno  or 
,. 
a  thh•d of the  size  of the  French West-South-rlest but it is bi,goi':'er  than 
some  Eltr0pean 
11regions". 
It has only  one  sevent-h of the  population of the  Mezzogiorno  or 
:t  quarter of that of the  F;-ench 1'Jest-South-liest but it ha.S.  not  got  Italy's 
or  Fr~ce's prcsperous regions eitaer. 
However,  since  Ireland's problems  a:::-e  to be  assessed. in an  Irish 
context,  a  distinc ticm  can be  made  between  the undf>r,ievelopn<::nt  of rural 
areas and the  cs.se  of Dublin itself. 
1)  Underdevelonm'Jnt  in the rural are<:l.s  --·-------"""""" 
This  problem is o"bviously by f:tr  tqe  greatest since it cono"erns 
virtu.3.llJ'  the  whole  oountry.:  98  %  of th~ surface area and 73  %  of the 
population of  Irel~d belong to rural areas. 
Underdevelopment  is_more  marked in the  Wast  thin in the East but 
this is only a  questi0n of degMes  of underdev·elopment. 
The  Gconomic  raasons for this underdeveJ.opment  lie in the  h.arr;;r..ne,ss 
of natural conditions,  the  scarc:i. ty of mineral :::-escurcas. and the  count:·y 's 
dependence  on  ag:roiculture.  In this respect  t~1e  follc'l\f:t.ns- tabie  gives  the 
percentage  of the  population engcged in agriculture· in l'eletion to  the 
total working :population.  This ratio is greater  than in any Stat(:)  in the 
Europe2-n  Community.  The  ratio for 1r/estern  IJ>e.l::md  is greater than that of 
any r;;gion in the European Com::cunH;y. 
Ireland's far;ning populatton is 4% higher than that of Italy. 
Western  Ireland has  a  fa:tming  pop~,:ation 5.2 %higher than that of the 
· Abruzzi ·-Me lisa. 
.  .. - 23  -
For  the historical and political reasons 'given in the  preceding 
chapter,  Ireland has  not managed  to  develop  her industry at a  rate which 
might  have  compensated for :the  loss of 9-gricultural workers. 
Size  of the  f~rming population in. relation to 
the  tot~l working population,  in the European 
Co:nmunity  (l).and in Ireland around 1966,  and 
fcrr  the  last ac/cd.labla  ye~:J')"~  (2). 
Ireland  31  % 
56%  of.which  WeE!t 
East without Dublin 
German  Federal Republic 
of which  :  Rhine-Palatinate 
·.  . 
France 
of which  West 
Italy 
of which  Me.zzogior~o 
of which  Abruzzi~Molisa 
EUrope.an  Comnur..i ty 
',36% 
10 % 
17% 
15  % 
31  % 
25  % 
37  % 
46  % 
18 % 
last 
av::.;,Eable 
yoar 
25.4: 
46 
30. 
'918 
16,4 
15 
23 
21.9 
33.6 
40~8 
14 
(1)  T~:i.s  tar.le  e;:iv'"s  tha  reg--i..ons .which  in each of the 
i;(!1~ee  711? in  i,!~~.;:;~'-,e.;.~  S<~e:>s:r.~  c.f'  t.h~~  ~~U!  .. opoan 
a~s  l:~c)~~~  ue~~·~:-n:!.:::..nt  on  agric~.:l·c;u:ce. 
(2)  A.'.;;;.JJa.')}e  YGt:r'S 
I"l''" L.!-l"l :l  19':' 1 
~:,  ,;umy  1•;•()8 
F"<:.iJ.Ce  10C3 
l]taly  1968 
C..:.·ri:~uuni ty 
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These  difficulties combine  to cause  a  migrator~r flow which, 
although it has  decreased considerably in recent years,  is nonetheless 
one  of the highest in Europe. 
Province 
Leinster 
..  Munster 
Connacht 
Ulster 
Ireland 
Annual  rate of migration as a  % 
of the ·population in Ireland 
1961-1966 
- 0.15 
- 0.64 
- 1.36 
- 1.42 
- 0.57 
1966-1971 
- 0.22  .. 
- 0.39 
- 1.06 
- 0.69 
- 0.42 
It should be  noted for  comparison  that during the period 1960-67  the 
annual rate of migration  in Italy was  - 0.08 %  and  that  ~f the Mezzogiorno 
- 0.99 %. 
All  in all,  a  large  part of Ireland and more  particularly the 
Western  region display the  m1.in  characteristics of underdevelopment. · · 
The  fact that  27  %.of Ireland's population lives on  2.%  of  i~s 
territory is certainly another  important aspect  of  r~gional phenomena. 
Dublin is moreover  fa.r  more  important  economically than as regards · 
the  size  of its population.  Its per capita income  is 30  %higher than the 
national average.  It accounts for the main  part 9f Ireland's ec?nomy  and at 
all events  the  most  developed and most  productive  sectors. Because  of its 
geographical  situation,Dublin is both  Ir.eland's ·main  port and the  necessary 
crossing point for numerous  links between North and South.  Dublin is the 
only region of Ireland with a  high population.growth rate and  the  only  . 
one  without  a  negative migratory balance. 
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Should Dublin be  considered to be  a  problem  case  ?  In a  country 
where  it is the  only genuine  growth point  one  might  think not,  but it 
nonetheless certainly is one. XVI/22/72.;_E 
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V.- Current regional policy  (1971) 
Current regional policy in Ireland is based·on .a  series of· 
laws  issued over  the period 1950  to 1969,  namely 
- Industrial Development  Authority Act,  195d; 
- Underdeveloped Areas  Act,  1952; 
- Industrial Grants '(Amendment)  Act,  196li 
- Underdeveloped Areas  (Amendment)  Act'  1963; 
- Industrial Grants  (Amendment)  Act,  1964; 
- Industrial Grants  (Amendment)  Act,  1966j 
- Industrial Grants {Amendment)  Act,  1969; 
- Industrial Development Act,  1969. 
Only  the  last of these  (Industrial Development  Act,  1969)  is 
·still in full ·force,  having abolished~ certain provisions of the earlier 
Acts. 
This  policy can be  viewed  from  three  angles·:  its aim,  its 
geographical area and regional aid. 
1)  Aim 
Irish regional  policy.has two  aims.  The.first is to promote 
region9.1  industrial development,  this. policy being one  of  indu~trializin~ 
the 'I'Thole  of Ireland and  in particular the  less developed regions which 
are .indicated under the  next heading of this chapter. 
In a  statement  (1)  published in 1969  the  Irish Government  stressed 
this aim  and indicated its desire  to create .condi tiona more  favourable  to 
the  development· of new  and expanding industries,  to check the  bend towards 
·o  o  o 
(1)  Statement  issued by  the  Government  Information Bureau,  i9 May  1969 - 27  -
unbalanced regional  development  by encouraging a  geographical distribution 
of activities,  to promote  regionai expansion  on  a  broad basis by accele-
ratin'g the rate of industrial growth and maintaining a  high level of employ-
ment  in industry. 
Given  the_ qountry's overall lack of industrialization-it is 
difficult to differentiate between the ·regional and national aspects of this  .  ~ 
policy. ·This difficulty is stressed by the  JI.'Iemorandum  su'!:)mi tted by the  Irish 
Delegation on  the  occasion of the  negotiations' with the European Communi ties (1): 
"Regional policy in IrelanQ. is primarily the  expression,  at regional level, 
of national economic  and geographical  development  policy;  it is not,  as in 
the  industrialized countries,  above  all a  policy aimed at redistributing 
on  a  regional basis an already satisfactory level of investment  and  job 
creation~" 
The  second aim  of Irish regional policy is a  linguistic one  and  .  ·• 
seemingly far more  limited,  although in Ireland it is regarded  ~s a  nat.ional 
obligation.  It is that of encouraging efforts to uphold and increase  the 
use  of the  Irish or Gaelic  language -in the  region;  the Gaeltacht,  tr:here  .. 
th:is  language  is still spoken.  According to, a  white  paper  (2)  published in· 
1965,  "the aim  of Government  policy fc.ir  the  Gaeltacht is to encourage  and· 
expand suitable  economic  activities and to  improve  social conditions so 
that those  residing there,  who  use  the  Irish language  as their normal 
medium  of communication,  will have  adequate .opportunities of securing 
gainful employment  and of enjoying reasonable  standards of living"  • 
.  .  . 
(1)  Conference· between  the European  Communi ties and  the State.s which have 
applied for Membership  of the Communities.  Negotiations with lreland :. 
Memorandum  submitted by the  Irish Delegation.  Regional  and National 
Economic  Development  in Ireland.  ~uly 1971.  · 
(2)  White  Paper  on  the Restoration of the  Irish Language,  Dubl~n, 
January 1965,  p.  50 XVI/22/72-E 
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2). GeograJ2hical  area 
The. geographical area of Irish regional policy is defined in the 
·  · ·1969  Act as being the. "designated areas". 
it includes the whole  of Western  Ireland  •.  (of.  Plate  3) 
This geographical area differs  ~lightly from  the  definition 
given,  in our analysis of regional structures,  of the Western region of 
Ireland,  because  of the statistics available  in this connection.· 
According to  the Memorandum  submitted by  the  Irish Delegation 
to  the  European  Communities,  the designated .areas account for 56  %  of the 
territory,  32  %of the  population and  26  %of the national revenue  of 
Ireland.  Their per capita standard of living index }s 76  (Ireland :  100). · 
Compared  with the rest of the  country the  designated areas  show . 
. the  following characteristics. 
The  designated areas and  t~e rest of Ireland 
Criteria 
- Surface  area  i~ sq.km. 
- Eopulati~ in units  : 
1961 
1966 
1966/1961  in % 
-Density inhabitant/sq.km. 
- TotF.~.l  income 
in  millions 
1960 
1965 
1965/1961  in % 
- Per ca32i ta income J!! 
1960 
1965 
1965/1961  in % 
Designated areas 
971.030  (34.5  %) 
936.482  (32.5  %) 
- 3,5  %  ... 
24 
157.0  (?7-9  %) 
218.6  (26.0.%) 
+ 39% 
161.7 
233.4 
+ 44% 
Rest  of Ire  land · 
30.363  (44,1  %) 
1.847. 311  (65 .5  %) 
1.947-520  (67.5  %)· 
+ 5.4 % 
64 
405. 3  (  7  2. 1 %) 
623.1  (74  . %) 
+53%  . 
219.4 
320.0 
. + 46% 
.•  0  0 -29-
THE  GEOGRAPHICAL  AREA  COVERED  BY  REGIONAL  POLICY  IN  IRELAND  - 1971 
I  I  I  I  I5Qm 
I  I  I  I  I  I  80km 
-.,--;---· County  Bounderi es 
~=.:·:::::·:·::::·.=::-::].Designated Areas 
FIG.  3 -.. 
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As  indicated above  the  encouragement  to uphold and increase 
the  use  of the  Gaelic  language  is also part of regional policy •.  The 
region where  Gaelic is still spoken:  the  Gaeltacht,  is limited to the 
Western peninsulas of the Western  region,  mainly in the  counties of 
Donegal,  Mayo,  Gahray and Kerry  :  all in  al~,  less than 75  000  people 
or 2.5 %  of the  Irish p~pulation. 
The  Gaelic-speaking ragions  in. 1966 
.  I 
I 
-- ... 
County  PopnJ.ation  in  Sq.k!n.  ?op,  dcn-:::L ty 
tl'iOusarids 
I  .,. 
-inhab, / srr ,Icrn. 
·- .l 
Donegal  23.9  1  522  16 
Mayo  14.8  856  17 
·Galway  21.7  1  334  16 
Kerry  8.1  557 
-·  15 
Cork  3.4  ..  236  14 
Waterford  0.8  34  25 
Meath  0.9  31  30 
'  Total  73.6  I  4  570  '16 - 31  -
. :_,,,J  .. I  /,~ t,.-..  ~  .•  ,..  "·  iF  ~,... 1 ;..'!r;l 
More  than 65  %  of the  population is employed  in .. agricul:t;ure 
(including fishing).  Unemployment  and emigration are  above  the  Irish 
average. 
3). Regional aid 
One  basic observation must  be.made  before explaining what 
regional aid consists of.  Since  regional policy is mainly a  policy of 
industrialization and since  the  need for industry exists throughout  the 
whole  of ·Ireland,  industrial grants may  be  obtained  throughout  the 
country but more  particularly in the  designated areas  (1). 
All aid for. industrialization is granted by  the  Industrial 
Development  Autbori  ~  which will be  dealt with in Chapter VIII. 
1)  Subsidies to the  fixed capital of i'ndustrial undertakings 
Any  industrial undertaking may  receive a  subsidy in proportion 
to its investments in fixed capital  : 
of 40. %  of the  cost of investments in  dasign~ted areasj 
- of 25  %  in any  other regionj 
The  subsidy is granted to any industrial undertaking which 
· satisfies the  follOwing  criteria :  creation or maintenance  of employmentr 
as is necessary with a  financial aid,: the  project.has a  specific duration 
and will be  carried out efficiently. 
(1)  An  obvious  example  is the  exemption  from  income  tax,  since.6 April  1960~ 
of an;}'  undertaking to the extent that its profits come  from exports. 
This  provision was  initially laid down  for a  period of fifteen years 
which would  not  go  beyond 1980-81' but now  applies for a  twenty year 
period ending in 1989-90.  . 
Cf.  Finance  Act  1258,  Income  Tax  Act,  l967~  and Finance Bill 1969 XVI/22/72-E 
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An  additional subsidy of 20% may  be  gr~nted in  ~rty of the 
regions when  the  undertaking satisfies the  following criteria :  spec1a.l 
nature  of the  employment  createdt  use  of local resources,.  link-~p .with new· 
industries alreadJr in existence or about  to be  created,  high technical 
level,  exception~! growth  potcnti~l. 
All in all,  subsidies to fixed capital  ~ay reach 45  %  fo~ the 
country as  a  whole  and 60  %  in the  designated areas. 
A double  distin,ction must  howeve·r  be tiiade  between administrative · 
practice and the  amount  of subsidies actually granted  : 
,-------
.1)  lega  1  maximum 
imum  2)  max 
trat  ive 
!  ore  lse 
imum 
imum 
I  3)  ::nax 
~-~max 
in adnlini s-
practice 
namely 
per  job 
in 1970-1971 
per pro.iect 
.. 
Designated  Rest of country  Dublin 
areas  without Dublin 
60 %  45  %  45% 
50%  35%  25% 
£  5  000  £  4 000  t3 000 
45  %  28 %  25  % 
•. 
'  ,£350  000  . id  id 
2)  Grant8  for  the re-equipment,  modernization,  improvement  or expansion 
of industrial undertakings·. 
These  grant.s may  reach  . 
35  %  i'n  designated areas, 
25  %  in· any other regi·on. 
They may  not exceed  :;r, 350  000 per project,  oxcept: w;htll  Government 
··'·  ..  ...  .  . .  i.  .'  .. 
approval.  In  the  latter instanQe  they may  not. exceed the "percentages 
gi,ven above. - 33-
3)  Grants  towards  the  leasehold of premises 
XV .• /'),'.,  .. ,  : 
.L,_  C..<-f  1.·--·· 
Any  industrial undertaking is entitled to a  subsidy towards  the 
cost of leasing its premises.  This  subsidy and. any additional subsidy. 
represent  the  same  percentage  as those  indicated in 1)  above. 
4)  Interest. rate  subsjdies 
Industrial undertakings which ·satisfy both. sets of criteria 
referred to in 1)  above  are entitled to an interest rate  subsidy on  loans 
acquired for  investment purposes.  The  amount  of such  subsi~y is not  specified. 
It can be  obtained in all regions. 
5)  Loans  guarantee 
~he Industrial Development  Authority.may guarantee  the  reimbur-
sement  of loans acquired by any  industrial  undertaki~g which  satisfies .the 
above-mentioned criteria,  irrespective  of the  currency in which they.are 
granted.  This  guarantee  can be  obtained in all regions. 
6)  Vocational. training grants 
, Undetakings which  satisfy the criteria listed in 1)  abo~e are 
entitled to a  grant for  the vocational  training of the'ir labour·: force. 
This grant may  not exceed the total wages  paid to  the··.person-
concerned during the  period of.  his training,  plushis  t~avelling expenses, 
instructors'  salaries and training costs.  This grant can be  obt~ined in· 
ail regi--ons.  A special body  .ANCO  (Industrial Training Authority)  directs 
vocational training  centers in Galway,  Shannon  ·an~ Waterford. 
7)  Research grants 
Projects  involving new  industrial processes are entitled to a 
grant representing 50% of the cost of the project or a  maxim~m of~ 15  000. 
The  grant  can be  obtained in e,ll regions. 
.  .. . XVI/22/72-E 
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8)  L_D.A.  contributions 
The  Industrial nevelopment AuthorHy may  corit;ribute  towards  the  · 
c~pital of industrial undertakings which satisfy the criteria listed  ~n 1) 
by lJ!:lying  up  sh<:!.res  in such undertakings. 
9)  Tax relief 
Certain reductions may  be  granted on  land and property tax and 
on investments. in equipment  and plant.  Such relief may  total 11 % of  the· 
investment  in'question. 
10)  Benefit for  designat~d areas 
.  .,  .  .  ' 
To  the extent that the  above-:-mentioned aids may  be  cumulative,  the .. · 
benefit for  the  designated areas in relation to the rest of the country 
and Dublin is : 
28 %as  compared with the rest of Ireland without  Dublin; . 
- · 31  %  as  compared with Dublin. 
11)  Dublin 
Al  thoug:!l  no  legislative provis.ions· have  been laid down  for Dublin,· 
in practiue  t~1e  Government  is trying to discourage  the siting of new  indus-
trial projects in the DJblin region1  except in the  case  of extensions to 
existing undertakings  or where  no  other  locati.on is  possible~ 
It was  noted  ~bove that financial aid to the  Dublin region dqes 
not exceed 25  %  of  the  cost of investment. 
12')  Industrial  zones  and buildings 
.The  I  D  .. A  may  develop industrial zones  in any region of the 
country and install buildings and services;:it may  also build housing 
for industrial workers. 
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P..n  exception to this system is  prov:.~ded by the  Shannon  industrial 
zone·,  which is inan~ged !Jy  the  Sha~mon Free Airport Development  Compaey 
instead of the  I.D.A ••  This is an  industrial zone  created near Shannon 
airport on  the West  coast  of  Ireland.  The  airport was  built originally 
for transatlantic flights but declined in importance  as aviation progressed. 
Rather  than allow its facilities to  go  unused,  it was  decided to attach 
to  them  a  zone  within which  undertakings might  receive ·supplies by air 
duty-free. 
13)  Small  and medium-sized undeTtakings 
Small  and medium-size  undertakings  (less  th~n 50  workers  in the 
designated areas  and  less than  30  in other regions) are entitled,  in 
addition to  the  regional aids mentioned above,  to special assistance in 
the·. form  of technical  and  commercial  advice. 
0  0  •. XVI/22/72-E . 
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VI.- Regional  programming 
The  following concerns regional economic  programming,  excepting 
regional physical  planning which  is dealt with in.the next chapter under 
the heading  11town  and  country planning11 •• 
1)  J'he  first tvro  national  programmes 
The  first  (1958-63)  and the ·second  (1964-69)  programme  for 
ec.onomiq  expansion concerned the  Irish economy  as  a  whole.  This is illus-
trated in particular by  the absence  of regional statistics and in this 
Ireland does  not differ significantly from  most  of the  Member  States of 
the  European  Community. 
Furthermore'  ''it might  be  thought  that in view' of the  small -size 
,  bf the  Republic  of Ireland·,. the  need for regional  plans integrated into 
national plans would,  if anything,  be  less acute  than elSewhere;(: ••• ). 
Experience with the  Second  Programme  strongly suggests that it is  imprac~ 
ticable to break down  into regional plans an economic  plan· that was  ori-
ginally prepared on  a  national basis.  If,  therefore,  the  implications of the 
national  plan for the  regions is to be.  understood,  and if economic  planning · 
is 'to  develop  local  "grass-roots", it is  desi~abie that the national plan 
should have  a  stroi1.g regional elememt  in ·it'. the various aggrega  tea being, 
as far as  possible,  built up  on  a  regional basis.  ( •.• n) The  very  limi.ted. 
progress hltherto made  with regional  accounting in Ireland would make  it 
impossible  to provide  a  full-scale regional basis for the Thi:rd Programme 1 
but  some  first steps could be  taken in this direction,  and work  might  then be 
undertaken with a  view  to securing a  fuli-scale regional breakdown  of the 
Four'b.h  Programme 11  ,  ( 1) 
(l)  FITZGERALD  (Garl'et)  :  Planning in Ireland,  Institute of Public 
Administration,  Dublin,  and Political and Economic  Planning,  London, 
1968,  p  219 - 37  -
2)  The  Buchanan  Rep~ 
Pending  the drafting of such  a  regione.l  programme,  the Irish 
Government  had  in  1966,  ~Jith the help of the  United .Nations,  appointed  a 
team  of researchers to  draft· a  report  on  regional  development  in Ireland.;  1 . 
- . .  '  \.  '  .  -1; 
·,This  survey,  commonly  known  as  the  Buchanan  Report  after  one  of its. 
·, 
authors,  contains a  number  of proposals directed towards,  if not .an 
overall regional  programme, then at  least  some  form  of regional  strategy  ( <1)  ,. 
In particular it stressed the  need  to localize development. 
As  has already been  said,  Dublin is a  case  which has no  equi-
.  ;, 
va1ent  in any  of the  Hember  States of the  European  Community.· If current 
trends  continue,  there will be  a  further  concentration of  population  and 
.economic  activity on  the  Irish capital  tb  the  extent  even  of  ~reating 
congestion problems.  Yet,  since Dublin is the-sole industrial and  commer-
cial centre  of  any  real importance in Ireland, .'it should not  be  wasted 
by deliberately blocking the city' slater  .development'~,  ns the  Buchanan 
Report  puts it. One  is thus  faced .with  E~,n  "agonising  choice~' as regards 
Irish regional policy. 
Faded  with  the  choice  between the beed to concentrate  develop-
ment.  and  the need  to distribute it evenly,  the Buchanan  Report  suggests 
that  expansion be  channelled  on  to  two  main  centres  : 
- Cork,  the country's  second city,  situated on  the South-East  coast; 
- Limerick which,  besides being the  country's third city,  is particularly 
important beeaul=le. it ·is near Shgnnon,  where '·a:.i'ree  ai·rpol't was  establis.h0d 
some  yoars · ago a  Limerick-Shannon is llrithin tho "designated  areasn~  · 
(1)  An  Foras Forbartha  (National Institute for  Physical Planning  and 
C~::mstruction Research)  :  Regional  Development  in -Ireland, ;Dublin  1969o .,..  38  -
,17io:ri ty should also. be!  given to six secondar;y  centres.  'l
1hase  al'e, 
in declining order of population size .:  Waterford,  Galway,  Dundalk,  Drogheda, 
Sligo and  A~hlone. 
Overall,  Hshould be ;noted that.only two. of  the nine  regions  selected 
are  situated in the  Western  designated areas. 
3)  The  Third Programme  for Economic  and Social-Development 1969-12 
The  first two  programmes  dealt with the  Irish economy as  a  whole.; 
the  third programme,  however,  concentrates  some  of its attention on 
regional 'matters. 
It should still be(fointed out that the part devoted to regional·.·. 
aspects is somewhat  limited,  fhat it contains no  statistical forecasts and 
·.that it draws  largely on  previous  research~ in particular the Euohanan Report. 
The  following should be noted 
- the  importance  of town  and coun-t;ry  planning as a  framework  to regional 
development~ 
- the  concentration of development  on  a  limited number  of growth points and 
industrial  zones~ 
- the  pressing need for regional aid po_lioy .in the Western  designated areas; 
..,  the  increased efforts to· stre·n€:,-then  the.  econoinio  structure of the  Irish-
speaking regions  (the Gaeltacht). 
4)  Pla.'mi11g  regions 
The  Third Programma,  albeit .recent,  make~ no reference  to the 
ph.l111il1g..,, ..  regions.  Their creation was  in fact  announced shortly after the 
drafting of ·the  prograrrirrie. 
There  are  nine  such regions,  as shown  on Plate  2 of this document 
(see  page  7). 
(1) Third Programme  f~r Economic  and Social Development 1962-72,  D~blin, 
March 1969,  p.  160-173 - 39-
To  ~~te,  a  number  of regional  progra~mes have  been drawn  up 
- for the  Mid~""'  West  region  : 
- Five Year  Programme  for  the  Indu~trialDevelopment of the 
Limerick,  Clare  a.nd  Tipp~ra~y (N.R.)  Region~· April 1969; . · 
-Supplement  1970  to the  Five  Year  Progra~~e, etc ••• 
both prepared by  the  Shannon  FreeAirport Development  Company. 
for the Western  region 
- Castelbar-Westp6rt.  Proposed Growth  Centre  Development  Policy, 
M~ay 1971. 
- Galway/Mayo.  Regional  Development  Group.  Regional Report,. 
Harch  1971. 
:-·for the Donegal  region 
- Donegal  Regional  Development  Organisation :  Regiqnal Develop-
~t  Report.  :Warch  1971 
-for the-North East region : 
- North Eastern Regional  Development  Organisation 
Report  on  the  North Eastern Region,  April 1971 
- for the  South East region  : 
- South Eastern .Regional  Developmf?nt  Organ,isation  Regional 
Report  on  Planning and Development,  May.l971 
- for the  Irish speaking regions  : 
-The Gaeltacht  Studies.  A development  Plan·for the Gaeltacht;j 
·_  Planning Report  on  the  Galway  Gaeltacht; 
·both prepared by An  Foras Forbi:l.rtha, · i971.· 
Without  going into details  on  these  programmes,  some  of which. 
apply to regions with a  very small population, it can be  observed how 
.far the  concept of "growth centres" has  come  to be  increasingly accepted. 
In this respect,  ·~:the  hierarchy of the  centr~s in Ireland is as follows 
(err.  Plate  2,  page  7) XVI/22/72-E 
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- the capital  :  Dublin; 
- two  national centres  :  Cork and Limerick-Shannon; 
.'six regional centres  i  Sligo,  Dundalk,, Di'ogheda,  Athlone,  Galway 
. and Waterford; 
- four  local centres  :  Letterkenny,  Cavan,  Castelbar and Tralee. 
5)  The  Fou:;:-.th  Programme  1971-76 
Although  the  fourth programme  ~as.not as yet been ,published,  it is 
interesting to note  information which  we  have  obtained as regards its 
~egional orientation. 
Regional  strategy is based on  the  following principles 
:  '  •'  .·  . 
a):·a cut-back in the  growth  of_ :publ~n by  gra11ting substantial 
aids to other regions,  the~eby discouraging.migration to Dublin; 
.  •; 
b)  industrialization of the  mai'n  urban centres other than Dublin; 
c)  the  creation of small  indust~ial undertakings in small urban 
centres,  to promote  industrial expansion;  .. 
d)  mod,ernization  of cent;res with a  weak  urban structure. 
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VII.- Town  and Country  Planning 
Town  and country planning - or physical planning - in Ireland is 
governed by the  1963  Local  Government  Act (1) ~ 
This Act  recognises the  county,  borough  ru1d  district councils as 
planning authorities.  All in all,  87  plar1;ning  un~.ts may  be  responsible  for 
the  drafting of development  plans. 
The  Act  lists the  contents of the  plans,  which  indicate both. the 
orientation to  be  given to  the  region and any prohibition which  may  be 
issued to engage  in such activities. 
The  main  aims  of development  plans are  as follows  :  urban restruc- .  . 
turing and redevelopment  of the  living environment,  development  of.centres  · 
chosen as  growth points,  preservation of the physical environment  and tourist 
promotion. 
(l)  Local  Government  (Planning and Development)  Act,  1963 XVI/2?/72-E 
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VIII.- Insti  tutiong responsible  fOr  r·egional  policy. · 
The  institutions responsible  for regional poli'cy in Ireland can be 
analysed at  two  levels:  central authorities· and regional authorities. 
1)  Central Authorities 
a)  Industrial  ~evelopment Authority 
Since  Irish regional policy is principally a  policy· of ind11stria-
lization and since  the whole  country needs  industrialization,  the 
Industrial DeveloEment  Authoritl (I.D.A.)  is·responsible  ~or Irish 
regional policy. 
The  Authority was  set up  in 1949  as  an agency under the  control of 
the Minister of Trade  and  Industry and  became  in April 1970,  as a  result of 
the  1969  Industrial Development  Act,  an  independent body backed by the 
State and nationally was  responsible  for  industrial development.  : 
Its business is to encouro.ge  industries  t  particularly exporting. 
industries,  to set up  in  Ireland and to pontribute to the  expansion, . 
diyersification and efficiency of Irish industry. 
In practice,  the  I.D.A. 's responsibilities cover 
-the granting of regional aids as describe'd in the  chapter·on regional 
policy; 
- the direction of the  ~iatarford and Galway  industrial zones; 
- the  development  of industrial s.i:tes  and the  services connected with 
such development; 
~participation in the  drafting of regional  development  plans (in 
liaison with the  regional bodies). 
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b) Minister for  Local  Government 
•  X"T  f~ ,- /r•r  . ' 
'.1 .... /  :'_C..,:  I  _: ~  ~~ 
Responsible  for  town  and  country  planni~g policy. 
c)  National  Institute for  Ph~sical Planning and  Construction.Research 
Research institute created by the Minister referred to above  to· 
I  .'  I'  'I  '  t'  ' 
study problems  connected. with regional  development,  the environment 
and nature  conservation. 
d)  ~onal  Developmenj_  6ommi ttee 
Interdepartmental  committee  created by  the  Government  to co?rdinate 
'the activities of the various ministry departments  concerned with 
regional  development  policy :  local government,  trade and industry, 
agriculture  and fisheries,  finance,  labour,  transport,  power, 
education,  public health,  the  Gaeltacht and the  Industrial Develop-
ment  Authority. 
e)  Central Development  Committee 
Committee  created by  the  Government. to  promote  economic  development 
in Western  Ireland.  It consists of representatives of ministry 
d:ep·artments  and  the  Chairmen  of County  Developme~t Teams  (see below). 
2)  gegional Authorities 
a)  Regional  offices of the  LD.A.  • 
The  Industrial Development  Authol':'ity  has  set up  regional offices 
in 8  of the  9 ·planning  .  regions.  In the  ninth,  the  ·  Nid  -'West,  the 
regional body  is the  Shannon  Free Airport  Compan~. Their role is.to 
give  information and  advice  to  undertakings setting up  in their region  • 
.  .  . XVI/22/72-E 
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Regional agent  of the  LD.A  •.  for the  md ·  -West  re~on. Respon-
sible for the  development  and direction of the  Shannon Free i'.irport 
industrial  zone. 
In  each of the  nino planning  regions there is a  ''Regional 
Development Organisation" made  up  of the  regional and  local autho-
rities.  Its role is to. advise  the Goverrim:m"':;  and in particular to 
participate in the  draf'ting of regional  programmes. 
d)  County DeveloEment  Tel'!.ms 
In  each of the  13  counties of Western  Ireland there  is.  a  "County · 
Development  Team"  made  iip  of county officials;  its task is to 
promote.  develop'nent  and to  coordinate the.activities of the· countY's 
public services. 
e) Roiin na Gael tachta 
Gael  tarra Eirea..'1!1 
Thase  two  government  agencj_es  are  responsible for promoting . 
economic activities in the  Irish-speaking regions. - 45-
IX.- The  resnlts and future  prospects of regi?nal policy 
1)  The  results  (1) 
a)  Overall results 
Between  1952  and  1970  Irish regional  policy in the  designated 
areas was  responsible for  the establishment of more  than  300  under-. 
t~~ings,  representing an  investment of more  than £  60  million and  · 
creating more  than  25  000  jobs. 
Total regional aid was  f!!Ore  than £.  2~ million,  the aid per 
job created being £.1  057, 
Designated areas 
Othe.~ regions 
. Whole  of Ireland 
Irish regional  policy from  1952  to.l970 
Numb 
of o 
rati 
uni 
34 
42 
77 
I  I  Total  er  Amount  of 
pe- fixed  invest-
ons  capital  ment 
t  '£.  ,'·£ ..  -- -
3  50~001 4.40  .  62  793  832 
8  111  624.543  147  227  616 
1  161  625  983,.2l0 021  448 
Amount  aid  No. 
Amount  of 
approved 
'  aid 
i  £ 
26  754  580 
44  827- 945 
71  582  525 
of jobs  of regional' 
as %  of: 
'  created as % 
as  'f{_.  of total  of total 
investment  in  total natio-
the  region  nal aid 
New 
jobs 
units 
25  304 . 
LJO  049 
65  353 
Population 
as% of 
tot.al 
' 
32.5 ·%~  Designated areas  42.6 % 
I 
37 .·3  %·  38.7% 
(  I  '  30.4 %  62.7 %  %  Other regions  ..  6L3  67.5 %  ..  ·I  , . 
. (1)  Source  :. Industrial Development  Authority  Revievl  1952/70,  Annual 
~ort 1969/70,  Dublin 1971 XVI/22/72-E 
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.. 
. These  figures must  be  taken in their Irish context.  This  then 
shows  that for a  population re:present.ing 32.5 %  of Ireland the  designated· 
areas received 37.3% of the aid and 38.7% of the  jobs.· Such percentages 
are clear proC!f  that it is difficult to separate regional policy from·a 
national  industrialization policy. 
It should further be noted that  : 
1)  of the£ 26.7  million in aid approved for  the  designated areas between 
1952  a21d  1970t  £.  14.4 r.1illion  has still to be  paid;; 
2)  of the  25  300  new  jobs created in the  designated areas,  14  500  are  held:~ 
by men  and 10  800 by women. 
b) Results by region and sector 
An  examination of industrial grants for the whole'of !re'rand. 
between 1952  and 1970  gives the following breakdown by plann~g rqgion  :· 
East  32.7 % 
South-Eo.st  10.2 % 
South-West  18.9 ifo 
~id-..Hcst  ll.l % 
West  [.3% 
Donegal  2.5  % 
Nidlands  L] .• s % 
North-East  10.8 % 
North-West  2.0 % 
Seotorially  1  it can be  se.en  that. the  mechanical  industry,  the 
food  industry,  textiles and clothing account for more  than  60 %  of the 
undertakings benefiting from aid. 
Fin~lly,, 70  ~of the  new  investments· were  ~ad~ by foreign  undel 
·.  t\3-kings;  in declining order, of imp\)rtance  these  firms .were. British, 
'  .  .  .  .  .  ~ .  ' 
American  and  __ Ge:rman  and represented 85.%  of foreign  investment~ 
... XVI/22/72-3 
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c)  Shannon  Free Airport 
Special mention  should be  made of  the  free  industrial zone · 
~stablished alongside  Shannon Airport  •. 
This  zone  was  created in 1960  and now  contains roughly forty 
· undertakings employing nearly 5 000  workers, 
J\.ir  traffic connecting with the  industrial  zone  totals 4 000 metric 
· tons of goods  per annum, 
2)  Future. pro~ects 
According to the  Buchanan Report  alre~dy quoted,  population 
growth should increase  the  population of Ireland from  the  2.88 million of 
1966  to 4.12 milrion in 1986. 
In view of employment. forecasts, ·that  same  Report  considers that 
the  population in 1986  ought not to  exceed :3,35  million. 
This means  that emigration should be  in the  nature  of 777  000 
persons,  even allowing for 4 %unemployment. 
It therefore  seems  that the  aim  of reducing unemplo;_y~ent to  2 % 
and emigration to  5  000  persons is still far from  being achieved. 
~~ional!l,  the  situation in  198~ could be  as  follows  in 
relation to  that of 1966 
-growth of the city of Dublin from  795  000  to 1  125  000 
inhabitants,  an increase  of .qo%; 
- growth  of Cork  and Limerick-Shannon bringing the  population 
of these  two  cities from  180  000  up  to 425.000  inhabitants, 
an  increase  of  136  %; 
- the  overall population of the  9 proposed growth points  (including 
Dublin,  Cork  and  Limerick)  would  go.from 1  094  000  to 
1  780  000  inhabit~nts,  an  increase  of 62  %; XVI/22/72-E 
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- the rest of the country,  namely the less developed regions 
(including the West)  would  go  from  1  823  000  to 1 720 000 
inhabitants,  a  drop  of 5 %; 
- the  trend shown  above  must  obviously be  compared with that of 
Irish agriculture whose  working population will go  from  330  000 
workers  in 1966  to 198  000  in 1986,  a  reduction of 40  %. 
These  figures are  a  sufficient indication of the need to follow . 
a  regional  policy in Ireland for an indefinite period. XVI/22/72-E 
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